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their results based on an often reduced and specific sample. Thus using the study of
expectations of fifteen students with regard to the guided tour, Bemard and Helene

Lefebvre extend their findings to other pàpuhtions, by affirming thal all audiences could
have the same expecrations (i,efebvre & Leiebrrre, 1991). The empirical approaches around

the guided tour'also ,..* ,o be very few, centered on one of the aspects of the visit

(guid"e/discourse/visitor) and tend, thàn, to neglect the importance of the context and the

châracteristics of the visiting public.
The present srudy àies to look at what is truly atplay yt the particular process of

communication which is the guided tour itself: the intentions of the guide, the expectations

of a public, the discourse unà th. reception of the visit. It tries to examine the impact of
the èontext and the qpe of public (with its particular practices,. expectations, and

representations of this for- of mediation), on the erperience of the visit. we studied the

goid.d ,or1, of trle musée de la Boisnlleie de Bois dAnont slau!Jvq north-east of France),

ihi.h p."r.rrts the traditional techniques of exploitation of the spruce-tree. The visits

fu.rction only on the guided mode because machines and animations have to be set in
morion during the visil The hourJong visit functions mainly on the aesthetics of a show
and the ,".rof"phy (exhibition design) is entirely thought outforthe guided tour.
Each of the thtee docents took part in an interview, which questioned, among other things,

his intentions and perception of ,h. visit, the visitors and the museuln. They were also

followed and recorded do.ittg thr.. visits each. Lasùy, a series of 58 interviews and a survey

of 275 visitors using , qo"rlorr.ruire, was carried out on their expectations of the guided

tour in general -d à.r their reception of this visit in particulat. The principal characteristics

of this iublic are as followsr tli.y -. visitors of museums (and mote particulady of art

-rl..orri., but very few visit science and technology museums), with.a.certain museuln

culture. They belong to a "public of leisure": corning ftom the uppet middle class, they are

on holiday, -i fr ,fté family, and come to the museum to relax more than to discover or
understand something new.
We approached and ionfronted the three analyses. The interviews with the public, those

-itt, itr. three guides on their intentions in regard to the visit as well as the discourse of the

visit, were thelubject of both a thematic and a lexical study using the software progrâm
r,Eu çcngl'one, Landré, Bromberg & Molette, 1998)' Finally, the questionnaires were

treâted ..sing the software Mo dalisa fot statistics processing'

Principal results
a) The guides' intentions
Doring Iheir interoiews, the guides were invited to describe what they tfy to pass on

ùunng ther risrt. They all rnsisted on tlcre concept of expetience: they wrsh to transmit their

love of wood, of traditions and of the region Haut-Jurà. Th'n, according to them' a good

grride must try to pass on sufficient inforÀation by selecting it and making it accessible. He

must also be warm, have a sense of humout and be impassroned byàis work. But above all,

he must take into "..o*, the expectations of different kinds of pubLic' The lexical analysis

ç*rrnfarlshowsthatthepublicis-Sulyatthecenteroftheirdiscourseandtheir
concerns: the guide -".i-""f". the public and allow it a true exchange' Thus' we can find

in the docents, views, À" qonliti.. d'escribed in the majoriry of 
-quoted, 

reseatch studies'

Each of the three guides -us co.rrri.t.ed that these qualities were those which he sought to

developduringhis"visit,thathisvisitwasinteractiveandadaptedtothedemandsofthe
public.- b) The guided tour itself

ThethematicandlexicalanalysislsstngTropesofthevisit'sdiscoursemakesit
possible to obsefve that, in fact, whoever th; suide, the visits remain very centered on the

obfects. In the same -uy, ,t. ,.o ,rrry ..ery [tùe from one gfoup to the next. There is very
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they perceived of the guided tour, it is observed that they consider that the guides played
their^pat of transmittor of knowledge (53.4o/o of the visitors), by giving them many
anecdàtes and infotmation, while providing explanations and allowing the public to
understand (53%), as well as giving access to Pâst knowhow (58'80/0)'

F1owever, things are a little more complex, because the visitors also perceived a certain
conciseness in the guides' remarks. They also think that they could discovet the objects
themselves before the guides comment on them. In the same way, they are persuaded that
they could "v.ry easily'; raise questions (for more than 50% of the interviewees), which the
a.rdy.is of the guided tours refutes. They are thus convinced that the visit was rather
inteiactive. Even if this aspect wâs not in their initial expectations, it seems that it
contdbuted to theft satisfaction. However, 70o/o of the questioned public consider,it fact,
that they clid not have any questions to ask and among the 30%o of those who did, only half
actually asked their questior. Lastly, if this satisfaction is related to expectations and
representations of the visit, it is no doubt due to a "guide effect". Because the visit is very
cent.red on the show (thanks to the machines), the stâge setting of the gutded tour and the
gestrres of the guide and the pubLic take palt, âs by Michele Gellereau said, in the
ionstruction of a "rencanlre" and an "aerthefic nediatiorl' founded especia\ on the
reconstitution of patrimonial gestures (Gellereau, 2006). The interviews show that this
satisfaction is in fact rather superficial, the interviewees having great difficulty in finding
justif rcation for their satisfaction.

Conclusion and opening
To summarize the principal contributions of this study, one cân observe initiallv

that a myth of the "good guide" is emetging from museum Literature, and within the
institutions themselves ,it is, in fact, the title of the book by Gdnger and McCoy (1989) .

However, it does not necessari\ have an effect on the form of the gurded visit. The form
of tkris particular mediation seems to depend as much on the context as on the different
represe.rtations one can have. The guides, very often caught up in the actiol, do not seem
to have time to question their practices. Certain audiences, such as the public engaged in a

leisure activity, seem to be satisfied with a more traditional form less founded on the
current theories. In this case, it is the aesthetic âspect, the performance of the guide in the
coûtext of the visit and thus a certain "guide effect" which seems to create satisfaction' In
other words, it is not only the guides' speech which counts, but also the very particular
context of the museum and the visit as well as the expectations and characteristics of the
public concerned. The spectacuiil side of the museum and â visit which is more a stâge

performance, can also reinfotce the passivir.v of the visitors.
îhe complexity of the shifts observed between the different phases of museum
communication must be taken into account. These phenomenâ might deserve to be

examined by more thorough, qualitative studies in different contexts. It is thus desirable

nor to regard the text of the gurded tour as a pure discourse, but to study it within its
context. \Vithoot that, the mlth of the "good guide" will remain a myth shared by museum
professionals, which will not "guide" the form of the gurded tour and which, in fact will
not offer a great deâ1 to the dffiingaudiences.

The stuch presentecl here was caried out within the framework of a genetal investigation into the musée de la
Borssellerie de tsois cl'Àmont (Bois d'Âmont, France), led by the Laboratory of Cultute and Communication
of the Univerity of Âvignon france) for the association "Musées des Techniques et Cultures Comtoises" in
2004 2005.

We sincerely thank Shayne Gratdin or her help and her patience'
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